Trends in the use of large wood in UK river restoration projects: insights from the National River Restoration Inventory
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Abstract

Large Wood (LW) is increasingly employed in river restoration to promote physical habitat heterogeneity and ecological diversity. To explore how LW has been used in restoration schemes across the UK in recent decades, we analysed data on 912 LW projects archived in the UK’s National River Restoration Inventory (NRRI). The number of LW schemes has continued to increase following the earliest records in the 1990s, largely tracking overall trends in river restorations. LW projects have been predominantly located in lowland, rural streams, although there has been a notable cluster in and around London. LW projects have mainly revolved around the desire to deliver hydromorphological improvements and specifically the creation of fish habitat. Most schemes used LW in simple deflector forms despite the growing scientific evidence of the benefits of using structurally complex LW. Post project monitoring has been limited and mostly restricted to photographic records.
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Introduction and Background

Wood, both living and dead, is a naturally occurring feature of rivers where it acts as an ecosystem engineer, creating and sustaining habitats that are physically and ecologically diverse (Gurnell et al., 1995; 2002; this volume; Pilotto et al., 2014) and increasing the availability and diversity of food resources for stream consumers (Cashman et al., 2016). A growing body of scientific evidence on the multiple co-benefits of wood in rivers is gradually changing the negative perception that rivers with wood are less attractive (untidy) and more hazardous (Piégay et al., 2005; Chin et al., 2014; Wohl, 2017). As a result, the long-held practice of removing wood from rivers (Wohl, 2014), such as to facilitate navigation and increase conveyance of flows and sediments, is now being challenged and there is increasing emphasis on promoting the (re)introduction of instream wood features as part of restoration schemes to assist habitat recovery. Large wood reintroduction or ‘rewilding’ projects have been shown to deliver rapid improvements to biodiversity across food webs (Thompson et al., 2017) and may, therefore, play an important role in meeting legislative requirements such as the Water Framework Directive goals of Good Ecological Status (GES) or Good Ecological Potential (GEP) by 2027 (EC 2000; 2014; RRC 2018). In England, DEFRA’s £92 million funding initiative to improve the physical and ecological status of rivers and wetlands (DEFRA, 2011) added further impetus to the growing number of restoration projects, including those using relatively low-cost instream measures such as wood to deliver habitat improvements (Smith et al., 2014a; Grabowski et al., this volume).

In restoration schemes, most wood is (re)introduced as single pieces of Large Wood (LW), defined as wood larger than 10 cm in diameter and 1 m in length (Gurnell et al., 2002). Habitat benefits increase with the complexity of wood accumulations that resemble natural wood features (e.g. Harvey et al., 2018) but even simple LW structures can promote habitat heterogeneity and macroinvertebrate diversity (Pilotto et al., 2016). The habitat benefits of LW can also extend from the micro-scale of a few centimetres, through mesohabitat and reach scale up to the landscape scale (10-100+ km²) (Wohl, 2017).

Alongside habitat restoration measures, there has been a gradual emergence in recent years of more environmentally-sensitive catchment-based approaches to flood risk management (Addy et al., 2016). In the UK, these have been promoted by policies such as Making Space for Water (DEFRA, 2004) and the recent DEFRA and Environment Agency initiative Working with Natural Processes (WwNP) to deliver Natural Flood Management (NFM) (EA 2017). NFM approaches include projects identifying locations in river networks where LW (ranging from simple “leaky” barriers to more structurally complex natural LW jams) can be installed to “slow the flow” and help reconnect channels and their floodplains to provide more significant gains in flood storage and flow attenuation (Dadson et al., 2017). Evidence gathering is a key element of this on-going work (EA, 2017).
Learning the lessons from past use of LW in river restoration projects is fundamental to developing clear guidance on how to design, implement, and manage future projects for the delivery of multiple co-benefits (see Grabowski et al., this issue). While continuing to clearly communicate the benefits of LW in restoration to combat negative perceptions and avoid conflict between stakeholder groups (Chin et al., 2014), guidance must be careful to show how risks, particularly concerns over LW mobility, can be mitigated. Such guidance might usefully follow, for example, the decision checklist approach for hazard evaluation suggested by Wohl et al. (2016).

A necessary first-step to learn from past projects is to better understand the range of restoration projects using LW that have already been implemented, especially the contextual information of motivating drivers, project designs, and monitoring approaches. In the UK, the River Restoration Centre (RRC) has managed the National River Restoration Inventory (NRRI) since 1998 as the national database for information on river restoration projects. Although submission is voluntary, the RRC takes an active role in seeking submissions and following-up on known recent restoration works, resulting in a current database of 4894 records submitted by groups such as the Environment Agency, Scottish Environmental Protection Agency, National Resources Wales, Northern Ireland Rivers Agency, River Trusts, National Trust, Natural England, and many other stakeholder groups in the restoration community. The database contains 145 information fields, but the key and most populated fields are: project summary information, including information on catchment characteristics; implementation techniques; themes, drivers and objectives; project partners; monitoring and evaluation methods; and costs.

This paper uses NRRI data to examine where and how LW has been used and monitored in river restoration projects throughout the UK, covering the full temporal span of project entries in the database. The insights gained from the analysis of this broad-scale database provide a timely contribution to emerging guidance on the use of LW in river management to ensure that optimum benefits are realised and risks reduced. This is especially important as we anticipate LW being employed in a greater number of projects, for both habitat restoration and natural flood management, and across a wider range of river types in the coming years.

**Methods**

The National River Restoration Inventory was accessed during March 2018 and searched to identify restoration projects using LW based on the inclusion of the terms “wood”, “deflector” or “groyne” in the “Project Summary” field, as well as any entry citing Project Aim 1.12 “Current deflectors/concentrators to create habitat and flowdiversity.” These projects were then subject to manual validation to ensure they include the use of *instream wood features* (e.g. removing projects such as those using wood fencing to exclude livestock). As not all wood projects contained entries for all information fields, sample sizes varied for the different analyses.

Fields of interest within the database contained different data types. Some fields had pre-defined responses (i.e. single or multiple selections) and were analysed according to the sum of responses for each individual selection. Entry fields with short custom-text, such as statements
on “Project Partners”, were examined and responses summed across common groups (e.g. statutory organizations, charities) prior to analysis.

The Project Summary field allowed for paragraphs of custom-text to be entered to capture the background conditions influencing the restoration project. This field was queried using n-gram text mining analysis, with stop words removed, using the TidyText package (Silge and Robinson, 2016) in R (R Core Team, 2018). N-grams represent the number (n) of words in keyword phrases, with unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams identifying single-word, double-word, and triple-word phrases, respectively. N-grams are units of analysis commonly used in text-mining and language recognition studies (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994; Pak and Paroubek, 2010) to identify not only commonly used words, but larger concepts, ideas, and sentiment across bodies of textual data. In this study, unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams were created from each restoration scheme’s Project Summary entry, and the number of restoration schemes that contained at least one usage of each n-gram was then summed, to obtain frequency of n-gram usage, representing the most common themes influencing the restoration projects using large wood. In addition, a correlation matrix of unigrams referenced in at least 200 project schemes was created (i.e. the correlation that a unigram would co-occur within the Project Summary description of the same scheme). A correlation network plot for those words with correlations greater than 0.3 was then created to identify thematic clusters of restoration types based on words used in the Project Summary.

Results

After data cleaning, the final search for wood projects in the NRRI database yielded 912 individual wood restoration projects, from the current total archive of 4894 projects. Interestingly, the first entry in the database is from 1960 for a project on the River Clwyd, Wales, which used log and brush bundles as part of a scheme to deliver bank protection and shoal management. However, wood only starts to become a notable feature of restoration schemes from 1990 followed by a step change increase after 2008 (Figure 1). This observed increase in the number of restoration schemes using wood has tracked broader patterns in restoration implementation, maintaining around one fifth of all restoration schemes. The total number of wood projects archived in the NRRI continues to grow but, as there is typically a lag time in data entry of 2-3 years after the project start, we show the trend up to 2015.

The NRRI database also reveals some interesting patterns in the geographical location and catchment characteristics of restoration projects incorporating wood (Figures 2-5). A geographic comparison of wood projects of the two decades following the conclusion of the EU LIFE River Restoration Demonstration Projects (1995-2005; 2006-2015) indicates that the large increases in projects from 2006-2015 were not evenly distributed across the UK (Figure 2). While there remains a continued focus on lowland sites in the south east of England, including sites in and around London and from the New Forest to Dorset, there was an expansion in the number of projects for rivers in the Midlands, the north of England, and Northern Ireland, and very little growth in Scotland. The lowland bias of restoration projects using wood is revealed by the strong positive skew in the elevation data (Figure 3). The vast
majority of wood projects (79%) have been undertaken in catchments with maximum elevations of less than 100 m ASL, with the peak number of schemes at elevations up to c. 50 m ASL, although in the areas of lowest elevation around sea level fewer than 50 schemes were recorded. Beyond these lowland catchments, there is a clear trend of fewer schemes with increasing elevations and only a very small percentage of projects (7%) have been recorded at elevations above 200 m ASL. Restoration projects using wood have also been predominantly undertaken on sedimentary geology (63% of all projects; Figure 4) with a third on chalk and only c. 2% on hard rocks, aligning with the geographical locations of projects (Figures 2 and 3). Although most restoration projects using wood have been undertaken in catchments with arable land use (grassland and crops), a significant number of projects (> 100) were also completed in suburban and urban areas, and many fewer projects (< 50) were undertaken within woodland areas (Figure 5).

Analysis of the main NRRI entry fields revealed patterns in why projects were undertaken, the restoration techniques, the stakeholders involved, and the monitoring approaches. Interrogation of the Project driver/theme defined-selections input fields revealed a large range of motivations for restoration projects using wood, encompassing drivers to improve the physical, biological, chemical, social and economic aspects of rivers (Figure 6). However, Habitat and Biodiversity clearly emerged as the main driver, cited by over 700 studies. Fisheries, Hydromorphology, and Flood Risk Management together with Habitat and Biodiversity make up the top four drivers, cumulatively accounting for 75% of all listed drivers. Interestingly, Social benefits was the fifth most common driver of wood projects, resonating with the significant number of projects undertaken in urban and suburban areas, including the Greater London cluster (Figures 2 and 5).

Projects involving wood cite a total of 19 restoration techniques, in addition to “large wood” itself, indicating that wood is commonly used in combination with many additional restoration techniques (Figure 7). The most common techniques listed were the creation of backwaters, installation of flow deflectors and creation of two-stage channels. Importantly, use of structurally simple “flow deflectors” in projects was far more common (>200 citations) than the use of “large wood” (< 50 citations) which may include more structurally complex wood features.

The partnership approach, which is a key feature of UKriver restoration schemes, also characterizes the wood projects archived in the NRRI. A total of 338 partners across both public and private sectors were involved with government agencies, charitable trusts (in particular wildlife, river, and woodland trusts), and other NGOs representing the three most common groups (Figure 8). Government agencies were the most common partners, with > 150 projects citing the Environment Agency or Natural England as a major partner. Other government agencies included Natural Resources Wales, the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency, the Northern Ireland Rivers Agency, and the Forestry Commission. Of the charitable trusts, the Wildlife Trusts were the most commonly involved, although River Trusts, Woodland Trusts, and other locational Trusts were also common partners. Other NGOs were a significant third category and primarily comprised of local partnerships and action groups (e.g. Chelmer and Blackwater Catchment Partnership, the Craven Conservation Group, Riverfly Partnership).
However, it is important to note that this category contained over 106 individual partners, with no individual partner involved in more than 17 projects.

Details on monitoring approaches were entered as open text in the NRRI and only listed for 276 out of the 912 wood projects (Figure 9). Techniques were wide ranging covering physical and biological attributes but some key trends emerged. Photographic surveys were the most commonly used approach followed by fisheries surveys, and reconnaissance survey methods, with both River Habitat Survey and River Corridor Survey approaches cited.

The text-mining n-gram analysis of the custom Project Summary field identified several key themes referenced across the 912 entries for the large wood restoration projects in the NRRI. The unigram (Figure 10a) identifies the most commonly used words in the project summaries and clearly shows habitat as the most referenced theme, with flow, fish and fisheries also within the top 12 responses. Figure 10a also highlights some key project drivers and themes, including flood, and restoration techniques such as use of gravel, wood(y), and deflectors, consistent with Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The bigram results (Figure 10b) identifying double word phrases provide additional contextual information. After woody debris, water quality was the second most commonly used bigram, and diffuse pollution also appears within the top 10. Fisheries habitat provides contextual information to the habitat unigram, indicating habitat restoration directed to fisheries. Similarly, brown trout, wild trout, spawning habitat, fish passage, and habitat fisheries all feature within this list, further revealing considerable emphasis on habitat creation or enhancement for fish (see also Figure 6). Bank erosion also appeared to be an important concern, being the fourth-most referenced bigram. Although lower on the list, flow deflectors and low flows provide additional insight, namely that the restorations using wood are related to enhancement of flow heterogeneity. Flood, previously referenced by the unigram analysis, is contextualized by both flood risk and flood defence. The Environment Agency is also a noticeable bigram, reflecting its major role as a project partner in wood projects (Figure 8).

Usage of full trigrams (three-word phrases) were relatively rare throughout the Project Summaries (n<60), yet still provide further detailed contextual information (Figure 10c). Significantly, Water Framework Directive, a key driver for river restoration, was the most common referenced trigram. Trigrams associated with water quality (i.e. reduce diffuse pollution, poor water quality, habitats diffuse pollution), hydromorphology (i.e. barrier mitigation of morphology, low flow channel, habitat poor hydrology), sediment and erosion (i.e. bank erosion habitat, bank erosion fisheries), and flood management (i.e. flood defence habitat, flood risk management, and natural flood management) were all common.

The correlation network plot, which links common key words that co-occur within Project Summary descriptions, identified several key themes and types of restoration using LW (Figure 11). On the right-side of the network, a fisheries cluster was identified through main motivation linked to fisheries and nearby improve, trout, spawning, fish, and habitat. A cluster of hydromorphological descriptors in the top-left of the network included low, flow, channel, diversity, gravel, bed, create, marginal, vegetation, and bank erosion. Hydromorphological descriptors were not directly linked to fisheries but were indirectly linked through the co-usage
of habitat by both groups. The bottom-left of the network identified two small side-clusters, one for natural flood management (restoration, natural, flood, floodplain, and woodland), and management of upland diffuse pollution (catchment, reduce, diffuse, pollution, riparian). Woody debris and tree plantings were commonly referenced but not explicitly linked to any individual thematic clusters.

Discussion

The RRC’s National River Restoration Inventory is an invaluable repository and broad-scale database of river restoration schemes and provides a unique opportunity for assessing trends in the use of wood in river restoration. From a current total archive of 4894 schemes, our analysis revealed 912 individual river restoration projects citing the use of wood. The number of projects using wood has broadly tracked the overall increase in restoration projects since 1990 (reported by Smith et al., 2014a) with the number of wood projects as a proportion of all schemes remaining stable through time. The step change increase in all projects and those specifically using wood from 2008 is likely linked to a range of legislative and policy drivers, as summarised by Smith et al. (2014a). The Water Framework Directive (EC 2000) promoting habitat improvements and, more recently, the Floods Directive (EC 2007) and the Flood and Water Management Act (2010) giving an impetus to more sensitive flood risk management and NFM initiatives are particularly significant. The growing body of scientific literature on the benefits of LW in rivers over the past decade is also gradually changing the negative perceptions of wood in rivers (Wohl, 2017) as river scientists increasingly engage in restoration projects alongside a wide range of stakeholder groups including volunteers from local communities.

The observed geographical spread of wood projects in the UK, with the highest densities in the south and east of England including London, follows the broad patterns for river restoration projects as a whole, corresponding closely with those reported by Smith et al. (2014b) for NRRI data entries up to 2011. The lowland concentration of wood projects probably also reflects a growing confidence in using LW in lower energy streams, such as chalk streams (a river typology which accounts for a disproportionate one-third of the wood projects in our analysis) where the perceived risk of mobility and potential risk to infrastructure is lower compared to upland, higher energy rivers. Smith et al. (2014a) also found more instream measures (such as the use of LW) and fewer larger-scale morphological alterations in the restoration projects on Chalk rivers. As more lowland projects are undertaken and evidence of the benefits are communicated (e.g. Thompson et al., 2017; Harvey et al., 2018), this trend is likely to continue.

Although the majority of wood projects were implemented in rural land use settings (grassland and cropland), we identified more than 100 in suburban and urban areas and a dense cluster of projects in and around London (see also Smith et al., 2014b). These trends likely reflect the large number of impacted rivers which have employed instream measures including LW where space is limited for larger-scale morphological changes, such as re-meandering. The use of LW in urban river restoration schemes can help deliver habitat improvements and work towards meeting the WFD goals of GEP for Heavily Modified Water Bodies. The large number of projects...
in urban and suburban land uses, combined with the identification of social benefits as an important driver, is perhaps also indicative of a favourable shift in the public perceptions of wood in rivers (Piégay et al., 2005; Chin et al., 2014). Counterintuitively, woodland areas record much lower numbers of restoration projects using wood, but this needs to be placed in the context of the limited coverage of woodland in the UK, representing only 13% (3.17 million hectares) of the total land area (www.forestry.gov.uk; statistics at 14th June 2018). However, these sites offer opportunities for natural recruitment and replenishment of wood and the potential for the longer-term sustainability of instream wood structures (see Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016 for details on the wood cycle).

The identification of *Habitat and Biodiversity* as the key driver for wood projects, and the emerging importance of *Hydromorphology*, is likely reflecting the significant impact of the WFD requirement for Good Ecological Status or Good Ecological Potential in Heavily Modified Water Bodies. The NRRI analysis also appears to be capturing the increasing use of wood in river restoration projects for the delivery of Natural Flood Management. Text mining revealed additional context and deeper insights into the implementation of these wood projects, with the network plot indicating that projects, or at least their descriptions, clustered into several distinct themes. These key themes included restoration of fish habitat, hydromorphology, and flood management, corresponding with key drivers. Erosion, water quality and pollution issues also emerged as another smaller, yet notable, theme of projects using wood, reflecting increasing attempts to use river restoration to improve water and sediment quality in both rural and urban catchments (RRC, 2018). While projects may have indicated multiple Project drivers elsewhere in the NRRI, the network plot from Project Summary descriptions indicated projects were typically described by a single theme, with minimal overlap (at least in the co-occurrence of words) to other themes. This may indicate the singular background or focus of individual project managers in the description of their project, even if other co-benefits and themes were recognized on a defined list of drivers or themes to select elsewhere in the NRRI.

Wood has been used in many ways in the restoration of rivers in the UK, including incorporation into a wide range of additional restoration techniques (such as backwater creation and two stage flood channels) alongside those that directly introduce wood or wood-related features (i.e. large wood and flow deflectors). This reflects the wide range of drivers for projects undertaken across the UK with differing catchment and river characteristics. Notably, projects appear to favour simpler flow deflectors over the use of (potentially) more structurally complex ‘large wood’ features. While simple flow structures can promote habitat improvements and increase biodiversity (Pilotto et al., 2016), more complex wood features that mimic natural wood may have the potential to deliver increased hydromorphological and ecological benefits (e.g. Cashman, 2014; Thompson et al., 2017; Harvey et al., 2018). Further research is required from a range of river types in different catchment settings to support the move away from simple wood structures (e.g. cleaned single logs fixed into position). This is particularly important in the context of the design and installation of “leaky barriers” as part of NFM programmes which also need to demonstrate other co-benefits besides flood mitigation.

River restoration in the UK, from its earliest beginnings as the River Restoration Project over 20 years ago, is characterized by the involvement of multiple partners. The Catchment Based
Approach (CaBA) promoting catchment partnerships and the growth of river trusts strengthens this approach and ensures that restoration projects continue to go forward through multi-partner schemes, involving much-needed local stakeholder engagement and buy-in. Reflecting these overall trends, more than 300 organizations have been involved in wood projects in the UK, most commonly government agencies, particularly the Environment Agency and Natural England, and charitable Trusts, but with a very important contribution from a diverse group of NGOs including local partnerships and action groups.

The importance of monitoring and appraisal in river restoration to ensure that lessons are learned from past schemes has been widely stated over many decades (e.g. Kondolf, 1998; Downs and Kondolf, 2002; Palmer et al., 2005). With the ever-increasing number of stakeholders and, in particular, the greater involvement of community-based groups and Citizen Science, it is even more imperative to learn from the evidence of past projects (Smith et al., 2014a). A range of monitoring techniques are reported in the NRRI but less than one third of all wood projects provided any information on monitoring and evaluation. The most common approaches were repeat photography, fisheries surveys, and reconnaissance field surveys for physical habitat, followed by a range of other biological surveys (plants, invertebrates and diatoms). While these methods offer important low-cost options for the post-project appraisal stage of projects when funds are notoriously low, the lack of more in-depth assessments of project outcomes poses problems for the development of best practice. For example, Morandi et al. (2014) identified that projects with poorer evaluation strategies tended to draw the most positive conclusions, while more ambitious monitoring programmes generated more ambiguous conclusions. This may suggest the potential for benefits to be overstated as a result of insufficient monitoring strategies.

Unfortunately, funding for monitoring and appraisal is unlikely to increase in the future and only a small number of restoration projects can be studied in detail. However, to widen the spatial and temporal dimensions of our knowledge base on the use of wood in river restoration we need to gather evidence from as large a range of completed projects as possible. As demonstrated in this study, the interrogation of broad-scale datasets like the NRRI by analysing frequently indicated responses and text mining can provide some valuable insights (see also Smith et al., 2014b). This approach can serve as a complement to metadata analyses of the literature, as suggested by Wohl (2017), to address important knowledge gaps in the use of wood in river restoration.

Conclusions:

1. UK river restoration projects using wood have shown a notable increase since 2008 and are predominantly found in lowland, rural catchments, with a disproportionate focus on chalk streams, and notable implementation in urban and suburban locations.
2. While government agencies, charitable trusts, and other NGOs were the three most common partner groups, the wide range of local NGOs shows the widespread use and success of local stakeholder engagement.
3. Fish habitat, hydromorphological diversity, flood management, and water quality improvements emerged as distinct themes in the implementation and description of wood projects in the NRRI.

4. Despite habitat creation being a key driver, particularly for biodiversity and fisheries, the use of structurally-simple deflectors, rather than more structurally-complex large wood, dominates the NRRI entries on restoration techniques.

5. Restoration monitoring was limited and dominated by photographs, fisheries surveys, and visual habitat assessments.

6. Analysis of broad-scale databases, such as the NRRI, can provide valuable insights and help guide future restoration practice.
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**Figures and Legends**
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Figure 1: Temporal trends in the number of all UK restoration projects and subset of UK wood restoration projects contained in the NRRI by available start year. As project details are typically submitted to the NRRI 2-3 years after the project start date, we plotted trends up to 2015.
Figure 2: Location of restoration projects using wood implemented from 1995 – 2005 (a, top) and 2006 – 2016 (b, bottom) across the UK.
Figure 3: Frequency distribution of wood projects in the NRRI plotted by maximum sub-catchment altitude.
Figure 4: Number of wood projects in the NRRI according to geological category.
Figure 5: Dominant catchment land use for wood projects in the NRRI.
Figure 6: The key drivers or themes cited for wood projects in the NRRI. Note that as the selections were not mutually exclusive, multiple drivers could be listed for the same restoration project.
Figure 7: Twenty most common techniques employed in the restoration projects using wood from the NRRI. Note that as the selections were not mutually exclusive, multiple techniques could be listed for the same restoration project.
Figure 8: The most commonly involved partner groups in river restorations using wood reported in the NRRI. Note that as the selections were not mutually exclusive, multiple partners could be listed for the same restoration project.
Figure 9: The most commonly used monitoring approaches in river restorations using wood reported in the NRRI. Note that as the selections were not mutually exclusive, multiple approaches could be listed for the same restoration project.
Figure 10: Graphical summaries of the n-gram text-mining analysis of the custom text from the Project Summary field: (a) Unigram plot; (b) Bigram plot; (c) Trigram plot. Project summaries were available for all 912 restoration schemes using LW identified from the NRRI.
Figure 11: Correlation Network Plot of unigrams that occur in more than 200 individual Project Summary descriptions and have within-project word correlations of over 0.3. Words are linked if they commonly co-occur, and size is scaled according to the number linkages (i.e. words are larger if correlated to many words). Clusters are groupings of co-occurring words and identify key thematic groupings of restorations using LW.